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Kapitza resistance measurements conducted at T > 1 K on silicon and niobium single crystals in contact with 
helium demonstrate respectively the importance of atomic scale surface roughness and dislocations due to sur-
face damage at the boundary. Two different experimental configurations were used. 
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4
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1. Introduction 
Almost three years after P.L. Kapitza discovered [1] 
superfluid helium in 1938, he observed an unusual jump in 
the temperature gradient across a copper/superfluid 
4
He 
interface. This temperature jump T  is due to a thermal 
boundary resistance, often called the Kapitza resistance [2] 
and it is defined as /( / ),KR T Q A  where ( / )Q A  is the 
heat flux per unit area. Over the last decade the Kapitza 
resistance has gained further interest since it also plays a 
fundamental role in the field of nanothermal sciences 
which involves heat exchange at solid-solid micro nanoin-
terfaces at room temperatures. 
This paper deals with the original Kapitza resistance 
(KR) problem of a solid/superfluid 
4
He interface for tem-
peratures ranging from around 0.5 K to approximately 2 K. 
To get an idea of the importance of KR we consider a pa-
rameter Ki K iL R K  where i = solid or i = superfluid He. 
iK  is the thermal conductivity and KiL  corresponds to the 
length in medium i whose thermal resistance (for the same 
cross-sectional area) is equivalent to the KR. For a Cu/He 
interface at T ~1 K, LK,Cu is of the order of ~ 10 cm and in 
helium, LK,He turns out to be of the order of ~8000 m. We 
recall that the KR occurs over atomic distances! 
In summary, the acoustic mismatch theory (AMT) for-
mulated by Khalatnikov [3] attributes the Kapitza tempera-
ture discontinuity to the very large discrepancies between 
the densities and the sound wave velocities of the two me-
dia. Phonon transmission from helium across the interface 
is therefore weak as it is confined within a narrow cone 
(~3°); the latter defined by the conservation of frequency 
and the conservation of the parallel components of the 
momentum of phonons of each medium at the interface. 
These conditions also impose that the interface to be ideal-
ly smooth. The AMT prediction of the KR at solid/helium 
interfaces at T ~1 K is almost two orders of magnitude 
greater than experimental values. And, experimental values 
generally tend to disagree with one another. However, ex-
periments by Wyatt et al. [4] have clearly shown that pho-
non transmission is dominated by the background channel, 
that is, phonons incident from outside the critical value of 
the narrow cone. These puzzling features suggest that 
transmission mechanisms due to surface boundary non 
ideality (surface roughness, impurities, dislocations, sur-
face orientation, change in He density close to the surface, 
defects …) have to play an important role. And microscop-
ic descriptions of scattering at the boundary are therefore 
necessary [5–8]. 
In this paper we present two recent experimental studies 
which highlight the impact of surface boundary effects at 
T > 1 K. In the first experiment the pressure dependency of 
KR at a single-crystal silicon crystal/He interface is deter-
mined at T ~ 1.82 K. Surface roughness of the crystal is 
taken into account in analyzing these results. In the second 
experiment two surface states of single crystal niobium in 
contact with helium are studied for 1.5 K < T < 2 K. The 
presence of dislocations in the damaged layer near the 
boundary surface is considered to interpret our measured 
data. 
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2. Pressure dependency of the KR at a silicon/helium 
interface 
The acoustic properties of superfluid can be monitored 
by controlling its pressure. The aim in this study is to ex-
amine the influence of bulk superfluid on KR. First studies 
of the pressure dependency of KR were carried-out by 
Challis et al. [9]. Their experiments were conducted using 
copper. However, little is known about the purity and the 
surface state of copper in their experiment. The work here 
is conducted on a single silicon crystal (dielectric) of in-
trinsic purity and with a nanometer scale surface roughness 
state characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM). 
The experimental set-up is the same as that used in study 
[10] and it is shown in Fig. 1. The highly polished [111] 
surface of a single crystal silicon rod is anchored leak-tight 
into a thin walled stainless steel tube, which is filled with 
superfluid He. The temperature of the superfluid is con-
trolled to within 1 mK as a heat flux is directed along the 
(111) axis. The phonons backscattering in the crystal at the 
interface induce a temperature change detected by RuO2 
thermometers placed at regular intervals of 12 mm along the 
crystal lateral surface. Detailed heat flow analysis in the cell 
is presented in Ref. 10 and the impact of heat losses on the 
measurements is well controlled. A heat flux change of Q  
induces a temperature change in thermometer 1T  which is 
given by 1 ( / ) ,KT R d K Q  where 2d  mm is the 
distance between 1T  and the interface. In Ref. 10 it is shown 
that the measured thermal conductivity of the Si crystal has 
the following behavior Si (1/ 3) ,DK C  where the specif-
ic heat 
7 36.02·10C T  (J·cm
–3
·K
–1
), the Debye velocity 
55.93·10Dv cm/s and the mean free path 0.52 cm. 
The pressure of the superfluid is directly monitored with 
help of a Bourdon manometer from SVP to ~ 25 bar, with a 
precision of ~ 0.15 bar. 
The experimental results, shown in Fig. 2, display no 
change in the KR with pressure in the entire range from 
SVP to 25 bar. The KR has a constant value of KR
= (5.22 0.2) cm
2
·K/W at T ~ 1.82 K. If the KR were due 
(even partially) to a mismatch in the acoustic properties of 
each medium, then phonon transmission at a solid/superfluid 
interface would also depend on ( )P 4 ( )/ ,L SZ P Z  where 
LZ  and SZ  are acoustic impedances of the superfluid and 
the solid. The ratio ( )/ (25 bar) 0.55.L LZ SVP Z  The error 
bars in our measurements are 4% . An ~ 80% change in 
the phonon transmission would have been clearly detected in 
our experiment. 
Our results strongly indicate that the influence of bulk 
properties of each medium play a negligible role on the 
transmission of phonons at this temperature. The transmis-
sion must therefore be entirely determined by one or more 
physical mechanism(s) taking place at the interface. The 
Fig. 1. Experimental cell configuration of a single crystal sili-
con rod in contact with helium. The Kapitza resistance is de-
termined from measurements of temperature shifts in thermo-
meter T1. 
Fig. 2. Kapitza resistance measurements (full triangles) at sili-
con-helium interface as a function of pressure at T ~ 1.82 K. The 
dashed curve represents the acoustic mismatch theory prediction. 
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interface morphology/structure is therefore of primary im-
portance. 
Here we give one possible explanation for the absence 
of pressure dependency of KR at T ~ 1.82 K. In our pre-
vious study [10] we interpreted the KR at SVP pressure 
from 0.4 K to 2 K with the aid of the Adamenko and Fuk’s 
model (see Ref. 6). In this model the heat flux across the 
interface is “amplified” due to resonant phonon scattering 
when the phonon wavelength  becomes comparable to 
the surface roughness height .  The model explains dif-
ferences as large as two orders of magnitude between the 
experimental data and the AM theory. 
Now the phonon wavelength in the superfluid is given 
by ( ( ))/(3.8 ).L Bhc P k T  As the pressure is increased 
from SVP to ~ 25 bar the speed of sound ( )Lc P  changes 
correspondingly from 239 m/s to 365 m/s. Consequently, 
the wavelength varies from 3/T  at SVP to 4.6/T  
at ~ 25 bar, with  in nm and T  in Kelvin. At T = 
= 1.82 K,  changes from 1.6 nm to 2.5 nm with pressure. 
As shown by AFM, our silicon surface has roughnesses 
which lie between 0.7 nm and ~3 nm (see Ref. 10). With 
these values, it is clear that resonant scattering, determined 
by the ratio of ( / )  which remains unchanged with pres-
sure, is present at SVP as well as at ~ 25 bar and therefore 
no pressure effects are observable on phonon transmission 
at the boundary, as confirmed by our experimental data. 
3. Impact of surface impurities and dislocations on KR 
at single crystal Nb/He interfaces 
In this study we focus on the impact of disloca-
tions/strain and impurities present in the solid near sur-
face boundary. During the cutting process of a solid ma-
terial, defects, dislocations, strains and impurities can be 
created or introduced within a thickness of a few tens of 
µm from the surface, forming a “damaged layer”. De-
pending on the nature of the polishing technique, the 
damaged layer maybe partially or fully removed. It is 
well-established that their presence can modify the ther-
mal conductivity of solids due to phonon-dislocation inte-
ractions, for example. We have conducted systematic 
measurements on two sets of niobium samples labeled 
respectively “DL” for the sample with a damaged layer 
and “CP” for the sample that was chemically polished 
after the first series of measurements. 
A schematic drawing of the cell is shown in Fig. 3. Two 
identical niobium samples (in the form of discs of 5 cm in 
diameter and 2 mm thick) are mounted on either sides of a 
cylinder to form a superfluid leak-tight cavity. The cavity 
contains a manganin–wire heater and an Allen Bradley 
100  carbon resistor which serves as a thermometer. The 
cavity is placed in a temperature regulated superfluid bath 
and is filled via a 1.2 m long spiral filling-line open to the 
bath. Details on heat loss analysis through the cell are given 
in Ref. 11. 
In the presence of a constant heat flux q  dissipated in 
the cavity, only the temperature in the cavity increases 
from its initial temperature bT  to .qT  The bath temperature 
remains controlled (within 1 mK ) at bT  throughout the 
measurement. The KR is then determined using: 
( ) [ /(2 )] ,q b KT T R t K q  where t  is the sample thick-
ness and K is the thermal conductivity of the niobium sam-
ple. The factor 2 comes from the symmetry of the cell. 
Our samples are single crystal niobium discs having a 
(111) crystallographic orientation. We determined the 
orientation by performing Electron Backscattering Diffu-
sion (EBSD) measurements. The samples were cut by elec-
Fig. 3. Experimental cell showing Kapitza resistance determina-
tion from measurements conducted in two helium baths. 
Fig. 4. Kapitza resistance RK for niobium samples with damaged 
layer (▲) and after chemical polishing (□, for 2 mm thick sam-
ples) and (, for 4 mm thick samples). The solid line fit to the 
DL sample take into account the density of dislocations (see text). 
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trical discharge machining (EDM) from the same ingot 
which had a bulk purity characterized by a residual resis-
tance ratio (RRR) of ~ 300. They were cleaned in an ultra-
sonic bath of ultrapure ethanol. The CP sample was ob-
tained by buffered chemical polishing (BCP) of DL 
samples. 
Figure 4 shows measurements of the KR for each of 
these samples. The KR of the DL sample is greater than 
KR of the CP sample by 30 to 40%. At first sight the re-
sults are somewhat unexpected for two reasons. The first 
reason is that the effective or “macroscopic” surface of the 
DL sample is greater than that of the CP sample as is clear-
ly apparent from Figs. 5(a) and 5 (b). The rms surface 
roughness for our DL sample was ~ 6 µm. This roughness 
is a result of the choice of the EDM cutting technique. The 
CP sample had a shiny surface with a roughness of ~ 1µm.  
The second reason lies in the fact that the DL sample 
contains impurities. Its surface had a velvet-like texture 
due to an amorphous microcrystalline layer which contains 
impurities like O2, Zn and Cu particles within the upper-
most layer of ~ 1 µm. The impurity content is uniform 
along the surface and it decreases with depth to ~ 1% over 
a thickness of 5 µm. Now, according to the theory of Kha-
latnikov and Adamenko [12], the presence of impurities of 
the solid surface should lead to a decrease of the KR, con-
trary to our experimental observations. They explain this 
decrease as follows. If the solid-helium is ideally smooth, 
then phonons incident from the liquid at angles greater 
than the critical angle arcsin ( / )c L Sc c  undergo total 
internal reflection, where Lc  and Sc  are respectively the 
sound velocities in the liquid and solid. At the same time in 
a narrow “skin” layer of the solid near the interface, there 
propagates an inhomogeneous surface wave, which like 
Rayleigh waves, do not transfer heat into the solid. How-
ever, the presence of impurities in the solid near the inter-
face leads to the scattering of this surface wave, giving rise 
to energy transfer of this surface wave into the solid. This 
additional heat flux across the solid-helium interface leads 
to a decrease of the KR. 
We suggest an alternate mechanism to explain our expe-
rimental observations. It is well-known that different cutting 
techniques induce strain and dislocations within a narrow 
layer d  (not exceeding a few µm in thickness) of the solid 
surface. The phonon-dislocation interaction which is now 
present modifies heat flow through the interface. To take 
into account this effect we note that the lattice thermal resis-
tivity associated with the scattering of phonons by randomly 
distributed dislocations is calculated [13] for the case of 
niobium and is given by: 
9 23.05·10 /dp dR N T  
(cm
3·K3)/W, where dN  is the density of dislocations per 
unit area within d  only. The thermal resistance dp dR  is 
in series with the KR at the solid-helium interface and it is 
inherent only in the measurements of the DL sample. In-
deed, besides a natural oxide layer of ~5nm, the CP sample 
is free of the above mentioned impurities after ~ 30 µm of 
chemical polishing. To show the influence phonon-
dislocation interactions, we fit the KR data of the DL sample 
with the following: ,K DLR  , ,K CP dp dR R  where 
2.482
, 8.48·K CPR T  cm
2·K/W describes the CP sample. 
The fit to the DL sample data as shown in Fig. 5 is done 
with 1d  µm and with dN  taken to be an adjustable pa-
rameter. The dislocation densities (in cm
–2
) fitting the data 
lie in a narrow range 12 138.8·10 1.04·10 .dN  These val-
ues of the density of dislocations are very plausible for nio-
bium as indicated in Ref. 13. 
4. Summary and conclusions 
The pressure dependency on KR was investigated in the 
first experiment conducted on a single silicon crystal having 
a polished surface with a surface roughness less than 3 nm. 
The measurements showed no change in the KR for super-
fluid helium pressures from SVP to ~23 bar at ~ 1.82 K. We 
argued that this can be explained on the basis of the Ada-
menko and Fuk’s model which introduces a mechanism of 
resonant phonon scattering when thermal phonons become 
comparable to nanometer-scale surface roughness. As 
showed in Ref. 10, this mechanism can also explain the dis-
crepancy of a factor of ~ 100 between the measurements of 
KR as a function of temperature and the AMT. 
The hypothesis that one (or more) solid layer(s) of he-
lium at the interface adapts the impedance of the solid to 
Fig. 5. Scanning electron microscope images of single crystal 
niobium (a) with damaged layer (b) after chemical polishing 
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that of the superfluid was examined by Challis et al. [9] 
Now, in this scenario, increasing the pressure would lead 
to an increase in the thickness of the solid He layers. One 
might therefore expect a gradual change in KR upon com-
plete solidification of helium. We are currently investigat-
ing this aspect. 
In the second experiment conducted on single crystal 
niobium samples, we examined the effect of a damaged 
layer (DL) on KR. We argued that the phonon-dislocation 
interactions are preponderant compared to the Khalatnikov 
and Adamenko dissipation mechanism due to the presence 
of impurities. We simply considered the thermal resistance 
due to phonon-dislocation interactions within a narrow layer 
at the interface to be in series with the KR at the niobium–
helium interface. There is perhaps need for more refined 
theoretical models to take into account these features. There 
is also need for more experiments on samples with well cha-
racterized density of dislocations. We believe that this fea-
ture may perhaps also contribute in understanding the large 
disparity in the multitude of experimental data [14], espe-
cially in the earlier measurements of the Kapitza resistance. 
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